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Artificial Intelligence on the Sinclair QL: Make Your Micro ThinkSunshine Books, 1984
Artificial Intelligence on the Sinclair QL introduces the concepts involved in Al. The book shows you how to implement Al routines on your QL and turn it into an intelligent machine which can hald a conversation with you, give you rational advice, learn from you and even teach you.

The book explains AI from first principles and assumes...
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Fiber Based Dispersion Compensation (Optical and Fiber Communications Reports)Springer, 2007
A pulse of light spreads in time as it propagates in a fiber due to the physical phenomenon called dispersion. While dispersion can be deleterious in optical communications systems, it can also be exploited to manage the temporal and spectral shapes of pulses and their interactions with other pulses. Much of dispersion control is realized in...
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Linux Administration Handbook (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
As the deployment of Linux systems in production environments has accelerated, Linux administrators have longed for a book that addresses the challenges of this complex and exciting frontier. Linux Administration Handbook was written with this audience in mind. This book serves both as a valuable tutorial for the novice administrator and as a...
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The Fearful Rise of Markets: Global Bubbles, Synchronized Meltdowns, and How To Prevent Them in the FutureFT Press, 2010

	“This enjoyable, fast-moving book is concise, relevant, and perceptive. My bottom line is a simple one: This book should be read by all those interested in the way markets operate, be they investors, analysts, or policy makers.”


	From the Foreword by Mohamed A....
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Penetration Tester's Open Source Toolkit, Third EditionSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Penetration testing is often considered an art as much as it is a science, but even an
	artist needs the right brushes to do the job well. Many commercial and open source
	tools exist for performing penetration testing, but it’s often hard to ensure that you
	know what tools are available and which ones to use for a certain task....
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Mastering Xcode 4: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011


	This book is an intermediate-level introduction to Xcode 4, Apple’s integrated

	development environment. It assumes you have some development experience

	and are familiar with the Cocoa API. It won’t teach you how to write code or much

	at all about Cocoa. There are other books for that. This one is strictly focused on...
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Math Word Problems DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	Word problems are the most difficult part of any math course –- and the most important to both the SATs and other standardized tests. This book teaches proven methods for analyzing and solving any type of math word problem.



	In every area of mathematics, you will encounter ‘‘word’’ problems. Some...
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The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2012

	Since Lightroom first launched, Scott Kelby’s The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Book for Digital Photographers has been the world’s #1 best-selling Lightroom book (it has been translated into a dozen different languages), and in this latest version for Lightroom 4, Scott uses his same award-winning, step-by-step, plain-English...
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Just Enough Project Management: The Indispensable Four-Step Process for Managing Any Project Better, Faster, CheaperMcGraw-Hill, 2004
The project-driven approach has proven its value, leading to spectacular results--projects delivered faster and at a more reasonable cost than ever before. Problem is, the project management process used for large projects is too cumbersome and bureaucratic for the projects most of us face, and is often more complex and costly than the problems it...
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Next-Generation Network ServicesCisco Press, 2005
A guide to building service-oriented networks to differentiate and grow your business 

	
    Understand the changing landscape of the telecommunications industry and what technologies can lead to business and revenue growth

    
	
    Examine the...
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Irresistible! Markets, Models, and Meta-Value in Consumer ElectronicsIBM Press, 2005
The consumer electronics industry is entering an era of extraordinary growth. The industry’s best companies will ride that wave to unprecedented success. But, today, many CE companies are struggling with business models that are simply untenable. They must change to survive: they must change even more dramatically to win.
...
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Writing Effective Use CasesAddison Wesley, 2000
Writing use cases as a means of capturing the behavioral requirements of software systems and business processes is a practice that is quickly gaining popularity. Use cases provide a beneficial means of project planning because they clearly show how people will ultimately use the system being designed. On the surface, use cases appear to be a...
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